Wastewater Treatment Solutions for the...

OILFIELD
INDUSTRY

You already know that clean
equipment lasts longer...

But how do you deal with
all that wash water?

Oil drilling operations around the globe have discovered
the value of keeping rigs and equipment clean. That’s why
pressure washers play such an integral role at your facility.
Here are just a few of your most common cleaning tasks:

Dealing with the water that comes from pressure washing
oil-laden equipment, rigs, pipes, etc. is one of the industry’s
stickiest problems. Oil, grease, benzene, toluene and other
contaminants associated with oil drilling are considered
environmentally hazardous.

 Wireline service

 Fleet maintenance

 Work-over rig servicing

 Down hole servicing

 Drilling equipment

 Frac tank service

 Cooling towers

 Storage containers

 Coil tubing service

 Drills, bits, pipes

 Contractor services

 Heavy equipment

 Well testing services

 Sludge removing gear

 It’s against federal regulations to dump untreated, oil-laden wash

water onto the ground, into a river, lake or ocean—or even into
the storm drain.
 Local governments are quick to assess fines or surcharges for

discharging oily water into the sewer.
 Hauling wastewater from a site is an alternative, but usually very

expensive and doesn’t totally eliminate the risk of liability.

Only Water Maze has expertise in enough technologies to ensure the right solution for you!
Over for details

Certified to appropriate UL safety standards

Certified to ISO-9001 manufacturing quality standards

www.wmaze.com
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The solution is someone
who understands your needs

Water Maze has the expertise,
equipment and field support

Understanding your needs and identifying the correct
solution takes years of providing support into the oilfield
industry. Proper support will come in the form of:

For nearly 20 years Water Maze has been providing solutions
to the heavy equipment industry with hundreds of systems
installed worldwide. Behind the Water Maze name you’ll find:

 In-field experience in developing on-site systems for dealing with

 Equipment and engineering support for a broad range of

wastewater treatment technologies;

the waste streams unique to the oil drilling industry;
 Wastewater tests and analyses that will precisely identify the

contaminants in a waste stream;

 North America’s largest network of certified equipment dealers

trained on how to install, operate, maintain—and train your staff;

 Wash rack designs and pad drawings for optimum management

of cleaning water;

 Expertise in environmental regulations, wastewater analysis, wash

rack design and accessories for enhanced system effectiveness;

 Maintenance programs by local technicians to ensure you’re

satisfied with your system long after it has been installed.
Only one name in water cleaning systems provides these and more...

 Manufacturing quality (ISO-9001) and safety certification (ETL).

No other manufacturer provides the assurance of a water
treatment solution for the oilfield industry like...
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